Neuroscience Student First Year Rotation Confirmation

Date _________________________   Student Name ________________________________

Choice of Research Rotation Advisor _____________________________________________

Advisor’s Department _______________________________________ (primary)

__________________________________________ (secondary)

Semester _____ Fall, 2016 _____ Spring, 2017 _____ Summer, 2017

Advisor Agreement: I agree to accept the above-named Neuroscience student for a research rotation in my laboratory for the designated semester. I will be responsible for setting reasonable requirements and expectations for the student and informing the student of those expectations. I will provide a written evaluation of the student’s progress to the Director of Graduate Studies at the end of the grading period.

Please check the following statement as a way of informing the Program and student of your intentions – this does not affect your role as mentor during the rotation period:

____________ If, after the rotation, the student and I agree that his/her entering my lab would be mutually beneficial, I am able to verify my ability to support this student as his/her mentor and would be willing to accept the role of thesis advisor – this includes assuming financial responsibility for the student.

____________ I cannot take this student as his/her thesis advisor at this time.

(signed) _____________________________________________________________________

Student Agreement: I understand my responsibilities to my research rotation advisor. I further agree to follow all the terms and requirements of the Neuroscience Program in pursuing my PhD studies as described in the Program Provisions (see http://www.uic.edu/depts/neurosci/program.htm) and I further understand that my status depends on continuing to maintain good standing in the Neuroscience Program according to its criteria.

(signed) _____________________________________________________________________

Please return this form in person to John Larson, Ph.D., Director of Graduate Studies, 529 SPH/PI (MC912).